YEAR 1 WEEKLY
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Our Learning Journey

2nd February 2018

Focus on Learning

Children are still monitoring the weather closely.
We have also started planning our design for a rain
gauge by listing what is needed to make the device.
Children have drawn a picture and labelled it.

In phonics we are exploring words that contain the
different pronunciation of “u” as in “jump” and
“pull”. We are continually practising our joined up
writing when spelling.

During maths, we have focussed our attention on
number lines and number bonds to 10. We have been
working with low numbers and have started to solve
word problems.

Our Kandinsky inspired artwork is on display on our
classroom windows for parents to enjoy. We plan on
creating collages next half term. Focus will be on
maths again next week as the children explore
number bonds to 10, greater than / less than
symbols, word problems and several other problem
solving and reasoning activities.

During science, the children have researched
several different animals and have started
classifying them into mammals and birds only. We
have linked this to our English learning by
investigating and comparing the features of an owl
and a fox . Children have started to write the
beginning of their adapted stories of The Gruffalo’s
Child which describe animals of their choice and
they are including many adjectives to make our
stories more interesting to read.

During Science, we will make our rain gauges and we
will complete our adapted stories during English.

Star Learner!
Emily for the progress she has made
since the start of Year 1. Emily has
shown an amazing amount of
perseverance and she is a keen
learner. Well done Emily!

REMINDERS
 Please could all children have warm PE kit
in school such as tracksuit pants and a
warm fleece jumper
 Please could all children have a water
bottle in class each day
 Request: we will be making rain gauges for
our outdoor area. If you have an empty
plastic soda bottle could you please bring it in
 Last day of half term: 9th February 2018
Many thanks,
Mrs Marwick

